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Message from the President and CEO

Yoji Sato
President and CEO
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Focused on Growth and Rapid 

Value Creation

 Challenge for Growth. This is the subtitle of Medium-

term Management Plan 2017, covering the three years 

ending March 31, 2018. This plan is a value creation 

strategy to dramatically shift Sojitz’s focus to growth, 

supported by the operating and financial foundations 

it has built.

 By the end of the previous medium-term management 

plan, Sojitz had rigorously strengthened its financial 

foundation, improved asset quality and established an 

earnings structure based on cash flow. We had also 

strengthened and accelerated non-resource businesses 

with the intention of structuring our business portfolio for 

greater resilience to market changes and risk. As a result 

of our efforts, and backed by favorable exchange rates 

and the recovery in stock prices, we earned external 

praise for our financial foundation in ways such as 

increasing total equity to more than ¥500 billion and 

reducing net DER to around 1.1 times, well below the 

previous medium-term management plan target of 2.0 

times. We were also able to structure a stable earnings 

foundation that gives us a degree of control in managing 

earnings volatility.

 I have been telling internal and external constituencies 

that we want to consistently generate profit for the year of 

¥50 billion or more. One of the quantitative targets of 

Medium-term Management Plan 2017 is profit for the 

year of ¥60 billion or more by the year ending March 31, 

2018, which means that we want to build an earnings 

foundation that consistently generates profit for the year 

of ¥50 billion or more. If we maintain our current 

shareholder return policy of a payout ratio around 25% 

with this level of profit, it will allow us to pay dividends 

totaling ¥12.5 billion. Bottom line, it means we make the 

cut for double-digit dividends of ¥10 per share.

 Dividends aside, we also expect a different level of 

capital for reinvestment than we have had in the past. 

Subtracting dividends totaling ¥12.5 billion from profit for 

the year of ¥50.0 billion leaves ¥37.5 billion annually, 

We are aiming to consistently generate profit 
for the year of ¥50 billion or more.

We completed the “change” stage in “Change for Challenge,” the subtitle of Medium-term 

Management Plan 2014, and made “Challenge for Growth” the subtitle of Medium-term 

Management Plan 2017. To ensure further progress in the year ending March 31, 2019 and 

beyond, we will expand our stable earnings foundation by taking on new challenges for 

future growth with the support of our stakeholders.
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 We have built our earnings foundation by confronting 

and overcoming various challenges one by one, including 

the management restructuring following the merger 

that created Sojitz and the financial crisis of 2008. 

We have repurchased and cancelled the preferred 

shares we issued, restructured our finances, rebuilt our 

businesses and improved asset quality. It has not been 

an easy or stress-free path, and our front-line employees 

in particular have made stellar efforts.

 Our ability to successfully take on challenges is one of 

our strengths, and it will drive our growth in the future. Yet 

we need to create more new value than ever to generate 

rapid growth. If we can clearly see the mountains we 

must climb, we can push forward with a sense of urgency 

 Uncertainty heightened in the global economy during 

the year ended March 31, 2016. Growth slowed in 

emerging countries including China and resource prices 

fell sharply. These and other factors had a major impact 

on Sojitz and other general trading companies.

 In this challenging operating environment, Sojitz 

increased profit for the year (attributable to owners of the 

like we have in the past. However, the mountains we 

now face are not as clearly defined as those we have 

climbed in the past, yet we absolutely must conquer 

them to grow. We must plot our own future and take on 

these challenges with a sense of urgency. This path to 

growth requires us to further enhance the capabilities 

of our people.

 Our people are very talented. When I became president 

and CEO, I said I wanted Sojitz to be a company where 

people can take on challenges, and we have created the 

foundation for that. We must continue to invest resources 

in developing our people, and accelerate growth by 

effectively linking the desire of each employee to execute 

and achieve with corporate growth and strategy.

Company) 10.4% year on year to ¥36.5 billion, which was 

91% of our initial plan of ¥40.0 billion. Results were firm 

overall. In the two divisions that deal in resources, Energy 

and Metals & Coal, performance was unfavorable due to 

factors including the recording of impairment losses. 

However, in the other seven divisions results were solid as 

efforts to reinforce earnings foundations and accelerate 

We have the ability to successfully take on challenges, and will 
continue to develop the capabilities of our people further.

We successfully reinforced our foundations in the 
year ended March 31, 2016. 

which over three years will exceed ¥100.0 billion. 

Combining this with an equal amount of capital recovered 

from investments and increased funding capacity as a 

result of greater total equity, we can assume that more 

than ¥300.0 billion will be available for investment over 

the three years of the plan, even without including the free 

cash flow we have already built up. We will have more 

flexibility than ever in selecting investments.

 While we will need to revisit issues such as dividends 

levels, stepping up to a higher stage at which we will 

consistently generate profit for the year of ¥50.0 billion 

proves that we have been making the right moves, and is 

sure to give our employees confidence.
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 For the year ending March 31, 2017, we are aiming at 

profit for the year of ¥40.0 billion, an increase of 9.6% year 

on year, or ¥3.5 billion, with the steady contribution to 

revenue from non-resource businesses compensating for 

the continued weakness in resource prices that we expect. 

We also forecast ROA of 1.9% and ROE of 7.5%, which will 

represent strong progress toward achieving the quantitative 

targets of Medium-term Management Plan 2017. 

 We will expand in specific business fields that leverage 

our unique strengths under the theme of expanding and 

creating clusters of revenue-generating businesses during 

Medium-term Management Plan 2017. We introduced a 

new organizational structure in April 2015 to promote our 

value creation strategy of creating clusters of revenue-

generating businesses that earn ¥5.0 billion to ¥10.0 billion 

in profit for the year. To increase speed and to visualize 

earnings and risk, we switched from a four-division to a 

 We will provide shareholder returns with stable and 

continuous dividends while raising our target payout 

ratio to 25% from Medium-term Management Plan 2017 

because of the priority we place on increasing our 

competitiveness and shareholder value. Therefore, based 

on our performance outlook for the year ending March 

31, 2017, we forecast cash dividends per share of ¥8.

nine-division structure for grouping our businesses. As a 

result, we have clarified the authority and responsibilities 

of each division COO, which has accelerated decision-

making. COOs are more energized because they now 

determine and execute their visions for the future, which 

is a healthy change.

 Under the new structure, the Aerospace & IT Business 

Division, Infrastructure & Environment Business Division, 

and Retail Division will generate growth by acquiring 

We will provide shareholder returns with stable and continuous dividends.

We will continue to create clusters of revenue-generating businesses.

growth contributed as initially forecasted. We also made 

steady progress toward our Medium-term Management 

Plan 2017 targets for return on assets (ROA) of 2% or 

higher and return on equity (ROE) of 8% or higher by 

increasing ROA 0.2 percentage points year on year to 

1.7% and ROE 0.3 percentage points to 6.8%. 

Automotive

Aerospace &
IT Business

Infrastructure &
Environment
Business

Energy

Metals & Coal

Chemicals

Foods &
Agriculture
Business

Lifestyle
Commodities &
Materials

Retail

¥10.0 billion¥5.0 billion ¥10.0 billion¥5.0 billionProfit (Loss) for the Year
(Attributable to Owners of the Company)

Profit (Loss) for the Year
(Attributable to Owners of the Company)

Division
Year ended March 31, 2016 Results

Year ending March 31, 2017 Forecasts

5.9

5.0

9.0

9.5

4.7

3.0

5.0

5.0

3.1

4.5

3.4

4.0

3.1

4.5

2.2

6.5

(6.9)

(2.0)

Revenue-Generating Business Clusters That Generate ¥5.0 Billion to ¥10.0 Billion in Profit 

for the Year, by Segment
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Year ended March 31, 2016
Investment and Loan Total

Year ending March 31, 2017
Investment and Loan Total 

(Forecast)

Major Investments and Loans in the Year Ended March 31, 2016
Focus Areas

¥125.0 billion¥71.0 billion

Approx. 

¥5.0 billion

Expected
contribution to profit
for the year ending 

March 31, 2018 
from investments and
loans in focus areas

Focus areas included in above

¥90.0 billion

Focus areas included in above

¥31.0 billion

Automobile related businesses

Renewable energy

Chemicals related businesses

Aircraft related businesses 

Infrastructure related businesses 

ASEAN retail businesses

▶ Automobile dealership in the U.S.
▶ Automobile dealership in Brazil
▶ Aircraft part-out business
▶ Solar power generation business 
 in Japan
▶ Train maintenance, repair 
 and overhaul (MRO) 
 business in Canada 

▶ IPP project in Sri Lanka
▶ Convenience store business 
 in Vietnam
▶ Logistic business in the U.S.
▶ CAPEX of resource businesses

 New investments and loans and risk management 

are key to creating clusters of revenue-generating 

businesses. Given experiences such as the financial 

crisis of 2008, we will work urgently to acquire stable 

earnings with continued emphasis on quality assets 

that generate cash flow.

 During the three years of Medium-term Management 

Plan 2017, we plan to make investments totaling 

¥300 billion, which we will fund primarily using the free 

cash flow we have generated to date and the capital 

recovered through asset replacement in addition to 

borrowings. We intend to intensify risk management 

from the initial stage of project composition while making 

new investments and loans.

 M&A is one important way of investing. We have had 

the desire to engage in M&A, but have refrained for 

organizational and experience reasons. With our shift in 

focus to growth, we established the Strategic Investment 

Office in April 2016. We are currently engaged in 

preliminary surveys and case studies, and hope to start 

doing deals in the second half of the year ending March 

31, 2017 to the year ending March 31, 2018. However, 

internally I have repeatedly instructed our people not to 

make investments that do not generate cash, and we 

have absolutely no intention of making investments that 

do not generate enough cash to contribute to profit.

 We made investments and loans totaling ¥71.0 billion 

during the year ended March 31, 2016 mainly in core 

Sojitz will make approximately ¥300 billion in new investments and loans.

new functions and creating new business fields. We will 

grow in the remaining six divisions largely by building 

up existing businesses, broadening their foundations 

and expanding the regions they serve. In addition, we 

believe that building revenue models that involve both 

trade and business investment is critical in these 

businesses, so we will aggressively make business 

investments in functions throughout value chains. 

(Please refer to pages 62 to 97 for details about the 

value creation strategy of each division.)

Results and Plans for Investments and Loans
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 Thus, we will focus on growth and rapidly create value. 

As we do so, we will emphasize our concept of two types 

of value.

 Sojitz’s history of creating value to address social 

issues started with the foundation of its predecessors, 

Suzuki & Co., Ltd., Iwai Sangyo Co., Ltd. and Japan 

Cotton Trading Co., Ltd. Examples of this value include 

the procurement of energy resources, infrastructure 

creation, and the construction of supply and distribution 

networks. One type of value is value we gain for ourselves, 

including human resource capabilities, business expertise 

and earnings that enhance our business foundation. 

The other type of value we create is returned to society 

as solutions that contribute to the development of the 

economy, industry and daily life. Our ideal has been and 

will continue to be to maximize shared value, where 

benefits for Sojitz and society overlap. Companies that do 

not generate profit have a limited ability to contribute to 

society. Consistently generating sustainable profit allows 

us to fulfill more roles. The Kumamoto Earthquake 

occurred in 2016. Sojitz provided disaster support for the 

afflicted area, and we want to be a company that creates 

greater value so we can make a greater contribution.

 The acronym ESG, which stands for environment, 

society and governance, has become increasingly 

prominent in recent years. I interpret ESG as a call for 

companies to clearly explain their social value and role. 

It reflects people’s desire for easily comprehensible 

insights into the long-term direction of a company. As 

Sojitz’s leader, I therefore want to concentrate on 

presenting and explaining our corporate mindset and 

vision to stakeholders.

 Thank you for your interest in Sojitz. We will continue to 

emphasize dialogue with our stakeholders, and our desire 

to create value is sincere.

 August 2016

  Yoji Sato
   President and CEO

We will engage in dialogue to express our value creation ideal.

areas including automobiles, aerospace, infrastructure 

and ASEAN retail. The auto dealership business in which 

we have been focusing on in the San Francisco Bay 

area in the United States steadily added dealerships 

and is contributing to results as an earnings foundation. 

Renewable energy, IPP and railway projects in the 

Infrastructure & Environment Business Division are also 

contributing as steady sources of earnings. Sojitz is also 

strong in aircraft-related businesses, and we expect 

these businesses to contribute significantly to earnings 

from the year ending March 31, 2018 with our efforts to 

expand new business fields such as part-out and used 

aircraft. In ASEAN retail, where we are taking a long-

term view of the convenience store business 

and peripheral operations in Vietnam with the goal of 

addressing consumer needs arising from population 

growth and changing lifestyles.




